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Abstract
Background Standard measures of response such as Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors are ineffective 
for bone lesions, often making breast cancer patients that have bone-dominant metastases ineligible for clinical 
trials with potentially helpful therapies. In this study we prospectively evaluated the test-retest uptake variability of 
2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose (18F-FDG) in a cohort of breast cancer patients with bone-dominant metastases to 
determine response criteria. The thresholds for 95% specificity of change versus no-change were then applied to a 
second cohort of breast cancer patients with bone-dominant metastases.

Methods For this study, nine patients with 38 bone lesions were imaged with 18F-FDG in the same calibrated scanner 
twice within 14 days. Tumor uptake was quantified by the most commonly used PET parameter, the maximum 
tumor voxel normalized by dose and body weight (SUVmax) and also by the mean of a 1-cc maximal uptake volume 
normalized by dose and lean-body-mass (SULpeak). The asymmetric repeatability coefficients with confidence 
intervals for SUVmax and SULpeak were used to determine the limits of 18F-FDG uptake variability. A second cohort 
of 28 breast cancer patients with bone-dominant metastases that had 146 metastatic bone lesions was imaged with 
18F-FDG before and after standard-of-care therapy for response assessment.

Results The mean relative difference of SUVmax and SULpeak in 38 bone tumors of the first cohort were 4.3% and 
6.7%. The upper and lower asymmetric limits of the repeatability coefficient were 19.4% and − 16.3% for SUVmax, and 
21.2% and − 17.5% for SULpeak. 18F-FDG repeatability coefficient confidence intervals resulted in the following patient 
stratification using SULpeak for the second patient cohort: 11-progressive disease, 5-stable disease, 7-partial response, 
and 1-complete response with three inevaluable patients. The asymmetric repeatability coefficients response criteria 
for SULpeak changed the status of 3 patients compared to the standard Positron Emission Tomography Response 
Criteria in Solid Tumors of ± 30% SULpeak.

Conclusion In evaluating bone tumor response for breast cancer patients with bone-dominant metastases using 
18F-FDG SUVmax, the repeatability coefficients from test-retest studies show that reductions of more than 17% and 
increases of more than 20% are unlikely to be due to measurement variability. Serial 18F-FDG imaging in clinical trials 
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Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common malignancy and 
second leading cause of cancer death in women [1], 
and bone is the most common site of metastasis in 
breast cancer [2–5]. The appearance and behavior 
of bone metastases can be detected on a wide vari-
ety of clinical imaging studies (e.g. x-ray computed 
tomography, bone scan, magnetic resonance imaging, 
(2-deoxy-2-18F-fluoro-D-glucose) 18F-FDG using posi-
tron emission tomography with computed tomography 
attenuation mapping (PET/CT [6]). that are performed 
for different indications.

Imaging-based response criteria are often used to 
determine the efficacy of new therapeutic agents in can-
cer treatment trials. The most commonly used set of 
criteria in clinical trials is the Response Evaluation Cri-
teria in Solid Tumors version 1.1 (RECIST) [7], which 
focuses predominantly on the physical dimensions of 
solid tumors from CT scans, similar to other size-based 
criteria such as those from the World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO) [8]. However, CT does not evaluate the bone 
or bone marrow, but only the osteoblastic reaction in 
healing bone [9]. For this reason, RECIST criteria spec-
ify that bone lesions without soft-tissue components are 
non-measurable, non-target lesions. As a result, patients 
with bone dominant disease are often excluded from 
clinical trials due to a lack of RECIST measurable disease 
[10–12].

There is active interest in using measures of 18F-FDG 
uptake with PET/CT imaging as a biomarker to assess 
early response to therapy for multiple types of cancer [13, 
14]. For breast cancer, the AVATAXHER trial [15] and 
recently, the 2019 results of the TBCRC026 trial along 
with at least 11 other studies [6, 16–26], support using 
PET imaging as an effective method of measuring early 
breast cancer response in vivo.

An early effort to define PET-based response crite-
ria for clinical trials was led by the European Organiza-
tion for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) in 
1999 [27]. The EORTC response criteria were expanded 
and modified by Wahl and colleagues in 2009 for the 
Positron Emission Tomography Response Criteria in 
Solid Tumors, or PERCIST [28]. Multiple clinical stud-
ies have shown that response assessment by EORTC 
criteria and PERCIST leads to similar response classifi-
cations [29]. In addition, there are preliminary data that 
suggest that response assessment by PERCIST is better 
correlated with patient outcome and may be a better pre-
dictor for the effectiveness of new anti-cancer therapies 

than RECIST [30]. However there have only been very 
limited reported evaluations of the use of PET imaging 
specifically for response assessment of osseous metasta-
ses from breast cancer [9, 31], and an extension of PER-
CIST to metastatic bone disease is not yet established 
[21]. Peterson et al. [32] evaluated a modified version of 
PERCIST inclusion criteria (mPERCIST) accounting for 
the lower standardized-uptake-values (SUVs) of osseous 
lesions compared to the soft-tissue lesions previously 
studied using PERCIST. This study found that changes in 
18F-FDG-PET uptake during therapy were predictive of 
time to skeletal-related events (tSRE) and time-to-pro-
gression (TTP).

To design effective response criteria, an understand-
ing of the test-retest variability is needed. In this study 
we prospectively evaluated the test-retest variability of 
18F-FDG-PET uptake in a cohort of breast cancer patients 
with metastatic bone-dominant lesions (BD-MBC) using 
the mPERCIST inclusion criteria. The calculated thresh-
olds for 95% specificity of change versus no-change from 
the test-retest data were then applied to a second cohort 
of BD-MBC patients who had 18F-FDG-PET scans both 
pre-therapy and after start of therapy. The classifications 
of change status were compared to those using EORTC, 
PERCIST, and recently published thresholds for soft-tis-
sue cancers from the QIBA Profile [33].

Materials and methods
Patient selection
Cohort-1
Repeatability was assessed in a cohort of nine stage IV 
BD-MBC patients with stable bone disease that under-
went two 18F-FDG PET/CT studies on the same scan-
ner within a two-week duration or less with no interval 
change in therapy. Patient and scan characteristics for 
cohort-1 appear in Table 1.

Cohort-2
A second retrospective cohort of 28 BD-MBC patients 
with planned standard-of-care therapy (including endo-
crine therapy, chemotherapy, and biological therapies) 
were imaged with 18F-FDG before and within 30 days 
following therapy. Aspects of this study have been pre-
sented elsewhere [32].

Ethics and Consent
Patients in both cohorts were recruited from the Seattle 
Cancer Care Alliance or the University of Washing-
ton Medical center (Seattle, WA), and signed informed 

investigating bone lesions in these patients, such as the ECOG-ACRIN EA1183 trial, benefit from confidence limits that 
allow interpretation of response.
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consent prior to enrollment. All methods were per-
formed in accordance with the ethical standards as laid 
down in the Declaration of Helsinki and its later amend-
ments or comparable ethical standards, as approved by 
our local IRB (Institutional Review Board), Human Sub-
jects and Radiation Safety committees.

PET/CT scanners and calibration
There were three PET scanners used in the study. 
Cohort-1 patients were all imaged on one of two General 
Electric (GE) Discovery STE PET/CT scanners [34], with 
identical reconstruction parameters, where each test-
retest study was acquired on the same scanner. In addi-
tion to the recommended PET scanner calibration [33], 
the two scanners were cross-calibrated and quantitative 
performance was monitored with NIST-traceable refer-
ence sources to ensure similar quantitative accuracy [35, 
36].

Most cohort-2 patients (15) were imaged on the same 
PET/CT scanner in serial studies. However, due to the 
addition of the GE Discovery STE PET/CT scanners 
at our center, thirteen cohort-2 patients were initially 
imaged on a GE Advance PET scanner [37] and under-
went the second scan on a Discovery scanner. We have 
shown that our calibration and cross-calibration pro-
cedures and identical acquisition and reconstruction 
protocols provide test–retest accuracy comparable to a 
well-calibrated single scanner [38].

18F-FDG-PET imaging protocol
The imaging protocol was performed according to clinical 
standards, consistent with the QIBA 18F-FDG-PET/CT 
Profile [33]. Patients fasted for a minimum of 6 h before 
administration of 18F-FDG. Medications that affect 
bone marrow uptake of the tracer (G-CSF, Epogen, or 

Procrit) were withheld for 2–3 weeks prior to scan-
ning. The 18F-FDG dose, obtained from Cardinal Health, 
ranged from 260 to 407 MBq (median 350MBq). Images 
were acquired with a target of 60  min after injection of 
18F-FDG (actual range 50–70 min) using multiple fields-
of-view to image from the level of the eye orbits to 
mid-thigh.

Image analysis
Images from the Advance PET scanner were recon-
structed using 2D filtered back projection reconstruction 
(4.29 × 4.29 × 4.25  mm voxel resolution), while images 
from the Discovery PET/CT scanners used iterative 3D 
reconstruction (4.29 × 4.29 × 3.27  mm voxel resolution). 
All reconstructions had corrections for dead time, ran-
dom events, scatter, sensitivity, decay, branching ration, 
and attenuation. PET images were read by two qualified 
and experienced nuclear medicine physicians.

Quantitative uptake values (kBq/cc) for each lesion 
were extracted using the PMOD image analysis software 
(PMOD Technologies V4.1, Zurich, CH). SUVpeak vol-
umes-of-interest (VOIs) were constructed as a cubic vol-
ume of approximately 1.5  cc centered on the maximum 
voxel (SUVmax) of each bone lesion. The average SUV 
of the VOI was the SUVpeak value. Both SUVmax and 
SUVpeak were normalized to lean-body-mass producing 
SULmax and SULpeak.

Statistical methods
Repeatability of SUV/SULs in metastatic bone lesions 
in cohort-1 patients was assessed using the procedures 
described by Velasquez et al. for gastrointestinal can-
cers [39] and Weber et al. for non–small cell lung cancer 
[40]. Both studies used 18F-FDG-PET multicenter test-
retest exams, as in the current study. A description of 

Table 1 Cohort-1 test-retest patient characteristics
Bone Breast 18F-FDG Scan Differences§

Lesions Cancer ER/PR/Her2† Treatment ∆Days ∆UT ∆%Dose ∆[Glc]
Case Age (n) Type* Status Therapy‡ (days) (min) (%) (mg/dL)
01 51 9 IDC +/+/+ Horm/HDT 14 3.0 -13% 5.0
02 55 2 IDC +/+/= Chemo 8 1.0 0% -14.3
03 60 9 IDC -/-/+ Chemo/HDT 8 0.0 -7% 1.0
05 38 1 IDC +/+/= Not Started 2 0.0 2% -14.0
06 62 7 Mixed +/+/- Chemo 7 0.0 3% -3.7
07 52 3 IDC +/+/- Horm 14 0.0 -3% -6.7
18 67 3 DCIS +/-/- Not Started 12 6.0 -6% 19.0
24 32 4 Unk +/-/+ Horm/HDT 8 3.0 1% 7.0
26 57 1 IDC +/+/- Horm 7 -4.0 -16% 4.0
Mean 51 5 - - - 9 1.0 -4% -0.3
SD 11 3 - - - 4 2.8 7% 10.7
*Type of cancer is invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC), mixed lobular and ductal carcinoma (Mixed), ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) or unknown (Unk); †ER/PR/Her2 
pathology status is positive (+), negative (-) or equivocal (=); ‡Treatment is endocrine-based or hormonal (Horm), chemotherapeutic (Chemo) or HER2-directed 
therapy (HDT). §18F-FDG scan differences are ∆Days is the days between scans, ∆UT is the difference in minutes of uptake times (time between injection and scanning) 
between scans, ∆%Dose is the percent difference in dose between scans and ∆[Glc] is the change in blood glucose concentration between scans
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the calculated metrics is summarized in Supplementary 
materials Table S1. Variability was assessed by calculating 
the difference of paired measurements, and the difference 
of the logs of the measurements using SUV to reflect 
SUVmax or SULpeak:

 di = SUVi,2 − SUVi,1

 
∆i = ln (SUVi,2) − ln (SUVi,1) = ln

(
SUVi,2

SUVi,1

)

The difference of the log of the measurements, ∆i, can 
be useful where di does not follow a normal distribution 
or where the relative differences are found to be propor-
tional to the mean [41]. The SUV measurements SUVi1 
and SUVi2 are for lesion i at the time of the baseline 
and the follow-up scans, and are calculated using SUV-
max and SULpeak, which are the most common clinical 
18F-FDG-PET biomarkers. The variability of the param-
eters di and the log-transformed values, ∆i, were assessed 
using Bland-Altman plots. The consistency of di and ∆i 
with a normal distribution were assessed with quantile–
quantile plots and Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests.

The log-transformed data were used to calculate the 
mean percent difference in uptake between scans (% −

∆
), within-subject coefficient of variation (wCV∆), the 
repeatability coefficient (RC), and asymmetric RC limits 
(-RC and + RC) as described in Supplementary materi-
als, Table S1. The 95% confidence interval (CI) for % −

∆ 
(an estimate of bias between scans) did not include 0. 
However, this was hypothesized to be a sampling effect 
and to be conservative, the repeatability metrics were 
also calculated without subtracting the sample mean. 
This will include any bias into the estimate of variability 
and increases the associated metrics: the within-subject 
coefficient of variation with bias included (wCV∆0), the 
repeatability coefficient with bias included (RC0) and the 
asymmetric repeatability coefficients with bias included 
(-RC0 and + RC0). Details of the calculations are provided 
in the Supplementary materials.

Metrics were calculated using the lesion as the unit of 
analysis. To account for non-independence of multiple 
lesions from the same patient, 95% CIs for the repeat-
ability coefficients were calculated using the leave-
one-patient-out jackknife method [42]. This involves 
estimating the standard error of the repeatability metric 
by recalculating the metric after one patient at a time 
(all lesions from that are excluded at each step) as this 
assumes the patients are independent but the lesions 
within patient are not. The Supplementary materials 
describes the approach in more detail.

PERCIST Quality Control
We applied the PERCIST recommendations for quality 
control by measuring the mean SUL of a 3  cm spheri-
cal VOI in a normal region of the right lobe of the liver 
to check that the difference between the scans is less 
than 20% and less than a SULmean value of 0.3 for both 
cohort-1 and cohort-2 patients.

Inclusion criteria
The PERCIST criteria for including lesions in evaluations 
of response to therapy is SULpeak ≥ 1.5 • rL + 2 • sL

, where rL  is the mean SUL value of the normal liver 
region described above and sL  is the sample standard 
deviation of the VOI. As we have previously noted [32, 
43], bone lesions appear to have lower average SULpeak 
values and lower coefficient of variation than soft-tissue 
lesions previously studied using PERCIST. In addition, 
it has been shown that the standard deviation of a VOI 
from a single image is not related to the true noise, i.e. 
the noise measured from multiple images of the same 
object [44]. For these reasons we proposed a modified 
PERCIST (mPERCIST) lesion inclusion criteria for bone 
lesions defined by liver SULpeak ≥ 1.5 • rL .

Cohort-2 patient data was used to assess the impact 
of PERCIST and mPERCIST thresholds for inclusion in 
studies, as well as the use of cohort-1 bone lesion ± RC for 
the determination of response to therapy. The PERCIST 
approach uses the concept of a ‘target’ lesion to deter-
mine response, where only the percentage difference in 
SULpeak between the tumor with the highest value in 
study 1 and the tumor with the highest value in study 2 
(i.e. not necessarily the same tumor) is used as the clas-
sifier for response. The criteria from EORTC and QIBA 
were also included where appropriate.

Results
Cohort-1 characteristics
Nine female breast cancer patients were enrolled in 
cohort-1 with an average age of 51 years (median 55, 
range 32–62) with metastatic bone disease. Patients had a 
mixture of sclerotic, lytic, or mixed-type lesions. Most of 
the patients were postmenopausal (7/9, 78%) with inva-
sive ductal carcinoma (6/9, 67%). Most patients had ER 
positive disease (8/9, 89%), while some were HER2 nega-
tive (4/9, 44%). Seven patients were on therapy before 
enrolling in the study, and two had no therapy prior to 
the repeatability scans. For the patients that were on 
treatment, there were no changes to treatment between 
the two scans. The injected dose of 18F-FDG ranged from 
305 to 396 MBq for both test and retest scans (mean 368 
MBq ± 20 MBq). The median time between scans was 
8 days (range 2–14). Average glucose level for the first 
scan was 94  mg/dL (range 88–104) and for the second 
scan was 92 mg/dL (range 89–96). The uptake time from 
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tracer injection to the onset of imaging averaged 61 min 
(range 58–70  min for all scans), while the difference 
in uptake times between scan1 and scan2 per patient 
ranged from 0 to 6 min. Cohort-1 patient and scan char-
acteristics appear in Table 1.

Repeatability of bone lesion 18F-FDG uptake values
Individual SUVmax and SULpeak test-retest measure-
ments for 38 lesions from 9 patients in cohort-1 are pro-
vided in Table S2 of the Supplementary materials. The 
median number of lesions per patient was 5 (range: 1 
to 9 lesions). An example test-retest 18F-FDG image set 
from cohort-1 is shown in Fig. 1, and illustrates the con-
sistency of SUV measures between the scans. Also shown 
is a cohort-2 example of response to therapy as assessed 
by SUV.

For quantitative analysis, Bland-Altman plots of indi-
vidual lesion differences for SUVmax and SULpeak are 
shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding Bland-Altman plots 
for within-patient averages of lesions are shown in Sup-
plementary materials Figure S1.

The tests of normality of the differences, using both 
quantile-quantile plots (Supplemental materials Figure 
S2) and Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests (p = 0.88), showed 
that all the results were consistent with a normal dis-
tribution. The Bland-Altman plots above indicated a 
potential increase in variance of the SUV differences as 
a function of the average value. This dependence was not 
apparent in the difference of the natural logarithms of the 
SUV values.

The derived repeatability metrics for metastatic 
bone lesions in breast cancer patients using log-trans-
formed SUVmax and SULpeak measurements, which 
are normally distributed, are provided in Table  2. The 

repeatability metrics for other extracted PET parameters, 
SUVpeak and SULmax, are presented in Supplementary 
materials Table S3.

PERCIST Quality Control: Cohort-1
For cohort-1, the average liver SULmean was 1.6 (range 
1.2 to 2.0) in the first scan and 1.6 (range 1.3 to 1.8) in 
the second scan. The average difference between scans 
for 18F-FDG SULmean in liver was − 0.02 (range − 0.21 to 
0.15). The differences in patient liver SUL values between 
scans were well under the threshold of < 0.3 SULmean 
suggested by PERCIST guidelines.

Cohort-2 characteristics
Patient and scanning characteristics of the 28 patients in 
cohort-2 are presented in Supplemental materials Table 
S4. After baseline 18F-FDG imaging, patients received 
different therapies before post therapy PET imaging 
and were followed clinically thereafter. There were 146 
metastatic bone tumors identified by a combination of 
18F-FDG-PET and CT imaging [32].

PERCIST Quality Control: Cohort-2
For cohort-2, 3 of the 28 patients did not meet the PER-
CIST quality control requirement (i.e. the difference 
between scans of the SULmean for a liver ROI was more 
than 0.3 and greater than 20%), and one patient had unin-
terpretable liver results from the second scan.

Assessment of inclusion criteria
The PERCIST threshold allowed assessment of 23 
patients, and the mPERCIST threshold allowed assess-
ment of 26 patients of the 28 patients in the cohort (Sup-
plementary materials Table S5). We note that of the 3 

Fig. 1 (A) Cohort-1 study. Coronal 18F-FDG-PET images from the same patient imaged 7 days apart with SUVmax values indicated. (B) Cohort-2 study. 
Sagittal 18F-FDG-PET images of a 90-year old female with bone-dominant MBC. Left: Pre-therapy baseline scan showing the SULpeak of the index lesion. 
Right: Post therapy 4mo scan, that shows a decrease of 25%, which met our LRC threshold of -18%, but not the PERCIST threshold of -30%. The SUVmax 
of the index lesion decreased by 22%. The response was considered stable disease by the criteria developed in this report
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additional patients included by the mPERCIST criteria, 
one did not meet the PERCIST quality control require-
ment for liver (Case 50 in Table S5). While the PER-
CIST approach uses only the change in the single target 
lesion(s) to determine response, we also evaluated the 
impact of the change in inclusion thresholds on all 146 
metastatic lesions in the 28 patients and found that the 
PERCIST threshold allowed assessment of 76 of the 
bone tumors (52%). The mPERCIST threshold allowed 
assessment of 102 (70%) of the bone tumors, a substan-
tial increase. These changes for the target lesion 18F-FDG 
SUVmax are illustrated in Fig. 3 along with thresholds for 
partial response (PR) and progressive disease (PD) based 
on QIBA, PERCIST, EORTC and the ± RC0 threshold 
developed from cohort-1 test-retest study (-RC0 = -16.3% 
for PR and + RC0 = 19.4% for PD). The ± RC values using 
SULpeak are -RC0 = -17.5% for PR and + RC0 = 21.5% 
indicating PD.

Table 2 SUV Repeatability metrics for all n = 38 lesions
Parameter SUVmax SULpeak
SUVmin, SUVmax 2.0, 13.9 0.9, 6.4
−
d  ± SD 0.20 ± 0.43 0.14 ± 0.20

di Min, Max -0.96,0.88 -0.26, 0.77

*
−
∆  [-CI, +CI] (%) 4.4 [0.4, 8.3] 6.4 [1.1, 11.7]

-RC [-CI, +CI] (%) -14.7 [-17.9, -11.3] -14.0 [-18.6, -9.1]
+RC [-CI, +CI] (%) 17.2 [12.7, 21.8] 16.3 [10.0, 22.9]

wCV∆  [-CI, +CI] (%) 5.9 [4.4, 8.3] 5.6 [3.5, 7.7]

-RC0 [-CI, +CI] (%) -16.3 [-19.7, -12.8] -17.5 [-25.3, -8.8]
+RC0 [-CI, +CI] (%) 19.4 [14.6, 24.5] 21.2 [9.7, 33.9]

wCV∆0  [-CI, +CI] (%) 6.6 [5.0, 8.2] 7.2 [3.4, 11.1]
*The 95% confidence interval of the average difference of log-transformed 
data,CI−

∆
, was found to not contain zero. This was hypothesized to be a 

sampling effect and RCs were recalculated without subtracting the sample 
mean, as described in the Supplementary materials. This approach led to a 
slightly more conservative (i.e. larger) estimates of the repeatability coefficients 
and coefficient of variation, denoted in Supplementary materials Table S2 as 
± RC0 and wCV∆0.

Fig. 2 Bland-Altman plots for all 38 lesions for the 9 patients. Top: SUVmax. Bottom: SULpeak. Left: Test-retest difference versus average value. Right: Dif-
ferences of the natural logarithms. Dashed lines are the mean difference and the upper and lower limits of agreement
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Assessment of Response thresholds
The response criteria developed from cohort-1 test-
retest studies of 18F-FDG SULpeak values in bone lesions 
(± RC0) changed the response status of 4/28 patients 
compared to standard PERCIST response criteria. The 
changes were evenly divided between shifts from stable 
disease (SD) to progressive disease (PD) or to partial 
response (PR) when shifting from the PERCIST thresh-
olds of ± 30% to the bone metastasis ± RC threshold of 
change (-17.5%, + 21.2%) for 18F-FDG SULpeak values. 
In some cases new lesions appear, which is considered an 
overriding determination of progressive disease, regard-
less of the change in SUL, PERCIST/mPERCIST thresh-
old or PERCIST inclusion criteria.

Discussion
Our primary finding, albeit based on a study of 9 patients 
with a total of 38 metastatic bone lesions, was that the 
test-retest variability of 18F-FDG uptake in bone is lower 
than has been previously published for soft-tissue tumors 
[39, 40, 45–47] or mixed tumors typical of breast can-
cer recurrence [36]. As summarized in the QIBA Profile 

summary paper [33], the within-subject coefficient of 
variation ranged from 10 to 12% in the above cited publi-
cations. In our study we estimated a within-subject coef-
ficient of variation (wCV∆) for SUVmax of 6.6% (95% CI: 
5.0–8.2%) and for SULpeak of 7.2% (95% CI: 3.4–11.1%). 
There are two implications from this reduction in vari-
ability: First that inclusion criteria can be relaxed com-
pared to the EORTC, PERCIST, and QIBA proposals. 
Second, that the thresholds for determining response 
can also be reduced. These comparisons are described in 
Table 3.

As noted above, a small bias in the mean test-retest rel-
ative difference was observed for log-transformed SUV-
max and SULpeak, where corresponding 95% CIs did not 
include 0. However, this was thought to be due to sam-
pling variability rather than a true bias between the two 
scans. To be conservative in the repeatability coefficient 
estimates, we recalculated the repeatability metrics with-
out subtracting the sample mean, assuming the true bias 
was zero, which would in effect include the estimated 
bias as part of the variability and thus somewhat increas-
ing the variability estimates. This increased the estimated 

Fig. 3 Percentage change in SUVmax for cohort-2 patients ordered by magnitude of change. Dark bars are cases where new lesions appeared in the 
second PET scan and white bars indicate an issue with initially low SUVmax (1.0-1.8) values. The horizontal lines are the thresholds for classifying a change 
as determined by the PERCIST, QIBA, EORTC and this study especially for bone metastases
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within-subject coefficient of variation (wCV∆) from 5.9 
to 6.6%. Justification for assuming a mean relative dif-
ference of zero includes; patients were scanned on the 
identical scanner for test and retest scans and had similar 
injected doses, blood glucose concentrations and uptake 
times. Additionally, the soft tissue tumors for these same 
patients in cohort-1 did not show a bias in test-retest 

SUV metrics [36], which may be related to the small size 
but intense 18F-FDG uptake in bone metastases.

We did not see a difference in reproducibility for meta-
static bone lesion between types of primary breast cancer 
disease, such as lobular or ductal, however the number of 
lesions studied was limited and most patients had ductal 
disease.

Conclusions
Quantitative 18F-FDG-PET SUV uptake values can be 
highly repeatable measures in breast cancer patients 
with bone metastases, when acquired in a well-calibrated 
PET scanner with careful attention to scanner calibra-
tion, acquisition protocols and image analysis. This small 
cohort indicates that repeat bone metastases SUV met-
rics can be measured with a within-patient COV (wCV∆0

) of less than 8%. In evaluating response assessment in 
breast cancer patients with bone-dominant metastases, a 
percentage decrease in 18F-FDG SUVmax of more than 
17% (SULpeak < 18%) would indicate response, while an 
increases of more than 20% (SULpeak > 22%) would indi-
cate disease progression, and unlikely to be due to mea-
surement variability. Multicenter clinical trials, such as 
ECOG-ACRIN EA1183 (FEATURE) trial, assessing met-
astatic bone disease with 18F-FDG PET/CT will directly 
benefit from (1) a relaxed bone PERCIST threshold for 
bone tumor assessment, and (2) confidence limits of 
bone tumor SULpeak or SUVmax that allow interpreta-
tion of response to therapy using 18F-FDG uptake in bone 
lesions from breast cancer patients with bone-dominant 
metastatic disease.
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Table 3 , Comparison of EORTC and PERCIST response criteria, 
QIBA Profile Claims and current study
Category EORTC 

criteria
PERCIST 
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QIBA Pro-
file Claim

This study 
(mPERCIST)

Measurable 
lesions

Region 
of high 
18F-FDG 
uptake 
represent-
ing viable 
tumor

SULpeak 
(hottest 
tumor) ≥ (1.5 
x mean liver 
uptake + 2 
SD of liver 
region)

SUVmax ≥ 4 
and diam-
eter ≥ 2 cm

SULpeak 
(hottest 
tumor) ≥ 
(1.5 x mean 
liver uptake)

No change 
condition 
(stable disease 
for EORTC and 
PERCIST)

Increase 
in 
SUV < 25% 
or 
decrease 
of < 15% 
after one 
cycle of 
treatment 
(and 
< 25% 
after more 
than one 
treatment 
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change 
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Change 
in SUL-
peak < ± 30%, 
If there 
are other 
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SUV-
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SUV-
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or and 
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in SULpeak 
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in SUV-
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SUVmax< 
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assuming 
a mean 
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zero.
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Scanners 
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and follow-
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Protocol Specified Refers to 
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Nether-
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Specified Kurland 
2019 and 
Peterson 
2018

Note that this only contains an excerpt of the detailed EORTC and PERCIST 
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intended to provide information on disease status, while the QIBA Profile 
Claims are providing information about the statistical variability of SUVs under 
the assumption of no true biological change. Acronyms. EORTC: European 
Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer. PERCIST: PET Response 
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18F-FDG: 18F-flourodexyglucose. SUV: standardized uptake value. SUVmax,: 
SUV calculated using the maximum value of a region placed over the image 
of an 18F-FDG-avid lesion. SULpeak,: The mean SUV of a 1 cm diameter region 
centered over the maximum value of an 18F-FDG-avid lesion with biodistribution 
normalization by lean body mass
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